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I have strong concerns regarding EMF and cell phone technology. Technology is here to stay which is a good thing although the dangers should not be ignored. Are we going to wait until our children and grandchildren will have to suffer and have life shortened before warnings are given and correct research is released from other than one died sources. The development of methods to reduce the EMFs doesn’t seem too difficult for our high tech brilliant world. Warnings such as turn off the phone before bed or keep in airplane mode, don’t wear it on your body, use airplane mode when children are playing with their phones since the blood brain barrier is not developed in children seem like a good start.

Martin Pall, PHD has research describing how EMF’s from cellphones and wireless technologies damage plants, animals and humans. It interferes at the cellular level. It risks neurological and cellular and heart damage more than tumors with cancer. It can be linked to anxiety, depressions, autism, Alzheimer’s disease and more as well as an increased risk of miscarriage and reproductive issues in both sexes. This is about oxidative stress on the body which in turn damages cell membranes and proteins and DNA bonds.

France is imposing a ban on cellphone use for primary and secondary students during school hours beginning in September 2018. California is providing guidance on how to lower cellphone radiation exposure after trying to cover up the hazards. Should we cover up potential health issues just to protect our big corporations. It will eventually come to bite us. The same was done with Cigarette companies. But this is even more involved as it affects even more people.

I have attached some articles of research but this doesn’t even touch upon the info out there. Please help to keep us safe.
Thank you

Sue Newton
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